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Statistics of N24News

Category Count Category Count 

Health 3000 Books 3000 

Science 3000 Art & Design 3000 

Television 3000 Style 3000 

Travel 3000 Media 3000 

Movies 3000 Food 3000 

Dance 3000 Well 681 

Real Estate 3000 Fashion 3000 

Economy 1761 Technology 3000 

Sports 3000 Your Money 1263 

Theater 3000 Education 825 

Opinion 3000 Automobiles 1825 

Music 3000 Global Business 1182 

 

Category Movies 

Headline A Man’s Death, a Career’s Birth 

Image 

 
Caption Ryan Coogler on the BART platform at Fruitvale, where Oscar Grant III was 

killed. His film of that story, “Fruitvale Station,” opens next month. 

Abstract A killing at a Bay Area rapid-transit station has inspired Ryan Coogler’s 

feature-film debut, a movie already honored at the Sundance and Cannes 

film festivals. 

Body OAKLAND — It had been nearly a year since Ryan Coogler last stood on 

the arrival platform on the upper-level of the Fruitvale Bay Area Rapid 

Transit Station, where 22-year-old Oscar Grant III, unarmed and physically 

restrained, was shot in the back by a BART transit officer... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An Example From N24News

Datasets Size Classes Type Source Topic 

20NEWS 20,000 20 Text Newsgroup Real News 

AG NEWS 1,000,000 4 Text AG News Real News 

Guardian News 52,900 4 Text Guardian News Real News 

Yahoo News 160,515 31 Text Yahoo Real News 

BBC News 2,225 5 Text BBC Real News 

BreakingNews 110,000 none Text, Image RSS Feeds Real News 

TREC Washington Post 728,626 none Text, Image Washington Post Real News 

Fauxtography 1,233 2 Text, Image Snopes, Reuters Fake News 

Image-verification-corpus 17,806 2 Text, Image Twitter Fake News 

Fakeddit 1,063,106 2,3,6 Text, Image Reddit Fake News 

N24News (Ours) 61,218 24 Text, Image New York Times Real News 

 

Baseline Model and Experimental Result

Dataset Size Classes Type Source Topic

20NEWS (Lang, 1995) 20,000 20 text Newsgroup real news
AG NEWS (Zhang et al., 2015) 1,000,000 4 text AG News real news
Guardian News (Hayat, 2018) 52,900 4 text Guardian News real news
Yahoo News (Yang et al., 2019) 160,515 31 text Yahoo real news
BBC News (Kaggle, 2018) 2,225 5 text BBC real news
BreakingNews
(Ramisa Ayats, 2017) 110,000 none text, image RSS Feeds real news

TREC Washington Post
(Alexander et al., 2018) 728,626 none text, image Washington Post real news

Fauxtography (Zlatkova et al., 2019) 1,233 2 text,image Snopes, Reuters fake news
Image-verification-corpus
(Boididou et al., 2018) 17,806 2 text,image Twitter fake news

Fakeddit (Nakamura et al., 2019) 1,063,106 2,3,6 text,image Reddit fake news
N24News (Ours) 61,218 24 text, image New York Times real news

Table 3: Comparison of various news datasets.

Figure 3: Breaking Point: How Mark Zuckerberg and
Tim Cook Became Foes

sports-related topic, while the right one is about a book.
Figure 2 shows that the information in the image can be
used to strengthen news classification.
Moreover, The information provided by images can
also help to distinguish similar categories. There are
limited similar categories in previous news datasets.
However, in N24News, there are some similar cate-
gories, for example, theater and movies. Only with
text, it is difficult to tell the story is happening in a
theater or on a screen, but images make things much
easier. Theater-related images always happened on a
stage, but movies not, as shown in Figure 1. This makes
a huge difference, and if we can make good use of
image information, the classification accuracy will be
much higher.

3.4. Challenges
While multimodal data can introduce lots of new infor-
mation to facilitate the news classification, N24News
also releases some new challenges. The biggest chal-
lenge is how to better understand news images. Cur-
rent image classification models are able to extract the
features of objects and the relationships between them
in images. However, directly using those models to
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Figure 4: Overview of our multitask multimodal net-
work.

classify news images cannot achieve a strong result
because they are mainly designed to classify specific
objects, such as cats or dogs, while a news image is
more likely to reflect an event. An identical object may
have different meanings in different scenarios. For ex-
ample, the two people in Figure 3 are Facebook and
Apple’s CEO, thus this image comes from a news re-
lated to technology. However, existing image models
only recognize there are two people but cannot obtain
more meaningful information. Therefore, the features
obtained through those models cannot fully reflect the
hidden contextual information in news images. We
hope N24News can also prompt the research in event
image classification, which is a new and challenging
field.

4. Model
To figure out how images can enhance the news clas-
sification and the potential challenges when applying
the multimodal methods, we use a simple multitask

Modal Type F1 ACC
Image Only

Image - 52.80 54.34
Text Only

- Headline 70.31 71.98
- Caption 71.56 73.87
- Abstract 78.19 79.65
- Body 87.65 88.86

Multimodal
Image Headline 78.42 79.41
Image Caption 76.33 77.45
Image Abstract 82.52 83.33
Image Body 90.44 91.08

Table 4: The evaluation results on the N24News testing
set.

multimodal network and conduct some experiments on
N24News. As illustrated in Figure 4, our model con-
sists of two kinds of feature extraction models. On
the bottom is Vision Transformer (ViT) (Dosovitskiy
et al., 2020), one of the current state-of-the-art im-
age classification models. Above it is RoBERTa(Liu
et al., 2019), one of the current state-of-the-art text
classification models. The ViT we use is pre-trained
on imagenet2012 (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), consists of
a Resnet-50 and a base version of vision transformer
with 12 layers transformer encoder. The pre-trained
RoBERTa is also a base version and consists 12 layers
transformer encoder.
We firstly use ViT and RoBERTa to obtain the image
feature and text feature separately, where embedding
is the embeddings extracted from the original text and
image, CLS is a 1D embedding containing the infor-
mation of its corresponding image or text. Then we
concatenate those two kinds of features together. After
obtaining the fused feature, we then use three multi-
layer perceptrons (MLPs) to predict the label for image
feature, text feature, fusion feature separately. Finally,
the cross-entropy is used to calculate the Loss for each
prediction. The final TotalLoss will be the sum of all
three types of Loss. When testing on the test set, we
only use the output of the fusion feature to calculate the
final prediction result.

5. Experiments
5.1. Experimental Settings
We trained all the models in the N24News training set
and the accuracy is tested on the testing set. Batch size
is set to 32 and the learning rate is 1e-5 with an Adam
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer. Each input image is
resized to 224 × 224 and the maximum length of each
input text is set to 512. Training device is an NVIDIA
Tesla V100 with 16 GB RAM. For each training pro-
cess, we train the model with the training set, retain
the model that performs best on the validation set, and
apply it on the testing set.

5.2. Results
All the experiment results are shown in Table 4. We
firstly classify the images and texts using ViT and
RoBERTa respectively. In image classification task the
accuracy is only 52.80 in F1, while RoBERTa behaves
much better at the news text classification task. The
lowest F1 is 70.31 using Headline and the highest F1 is
87.65 with Body. There is a direct correlation between
RoBERTa classification accuracy and text length. From
Headline, Caption, Abstract to Body, the longer the
text length, the higher classification accuracy can be
achieved. This is because RoBERTa can better under-
stand the text with more meaningful words. It is found
that the multimodal classifier is better than either the
image classifier or the text classifier. Even for the Body,
the improvement reaches 2.79 in F1 (87.65 vs. 90.44).
This is powerful proof that multimodal learning com-
bining image features and text features benefits news
classification. And the result also shows that the shorter
the text (from body to headline), the more obvious the
gain effect of adding image features. In other words,
when text contains insufficient information, image is a
perfect supplement.

5.3. Error Analysis
To explore why the multimodal method surpasses the
text-only method, we separate the trained baseline
model into three types: original multimodal network,
image classification network with only the ViT, and
text classification network with only the RoBERTa.
We then test them in the testing dataset using image-
headline pairs. The experimental results are shown in
Table 5.
It is evident that when image and text are both correctly
classified, the multimodal network can nearly always
classify news correctly. The correct-to-incorrect ratio
is 42.46:0.03. Additionally, when image and text are
both wrongly classified, the multimodal network also
tends to be incorrect, but the correct-to-incorrect ra-
tio is 14.22:2.56, much lower than the previous Three
True situation. This shows that multimodal network
can learn something useful after the features fusion of
image and text, which may not be discovered if we pro-
cess image and text separately.
Things are much more complex when only one of
the image and the text classifiers is correct. The
correct-to-incorrect ratio of multimodal classifier is
(27.69+7.01=34.7):(2.40+3.63=6.03) in this situation.
This shows that after proper training, the multimodal
network will be more affected by the sub-network
which can correctly perform the classification task.
And this explains why our multimodal method is useful
and able to outperform image-only and text-only net-
works.
The experiment results can be better understood by the
examples in Table 5. It can be observed that images
and texts can provide some complementary informa-
tion. The multimodal method can thus classify news
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Error Analysis

Predict Result Percent Example

Multi Text Image Image Headline Label

True True True 42.46%
For Alphabet, a Record
Fine Is Both a Footnote
and a Warning

Technology

True False False 2.56%
Joan of Arc, Superstar?
Not to the Woman Playing
Her

Theater

True False True 7.01% Time to Shift Gears Food

True True False 27.69% 10 Dance Performances to
See in NYC This Weekend Dance

False True True 0.03%
His Dating Profile Listed
Reasons Not to Date Him.
She Was Intrigued.

Fashion

False False True 3.63%
Reading to Your Toddler?
Print Books Are Better
Than Digital Ones

Well

False True False 2.40%
Italy’s Oldest Instrument
Hints at Sounds of
Prehistoric Rome

Music

False False False 14.22% Tired of Mother’s Day
Brunch? Try a Tea Travel

Table 5: The experiment results with three types of network. True means the classification is correct and False
means the classification is incorrect. For each type of prediction, an example of corresponding image-headline pair
and its ground truth label is provided. And the Percent represents each result ratio in testing set.

more accurately. In the third row, the topic of news may
be easily considered about Automobiles if only consid-
ered the keyword Shift Gears in text. But when consid-
ering the image, the scene described in this image obvi-
ously talks about the food, not the car. On the contrary,
in the fourth row, a group of people are performing on
the stage. It is hard to categorize whether this news arti-
cle belongs to Dance or Theater without texts. Luckily,
the headline directly tells us they are dancing, and this
article must belong to Dance.
Based on the above analysis, there are two main meth-
ods to further improve the performance of multimodal
classification networks. The first one is to improve the
behavior of each sub-network. If the accuracy (error) of
sub-models is higher (lower), the multimodal predic-
tion will also be improved. Our experimental results
show that current state-of-the-art image classification
models still have a long way to classify all news images
correctly. The second method is to let the multimodal
classifier be able to determine which sub-classifier ex-
tracts the more valuable feature. To do this, a more
effective fusion network is needed to better combine
image and text features.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a multimodal news dataset
N24News, which is collected from the New York Times
containing both images and texts, enables the multi-
modal research in real news classification. Compared
to previous datasets, it covers almost all the essential
news categories in our daily life, making the research
on it more applicable to the real world. Based on
N24News, we propose a multitask multimodal network,
which leverages the current state-of-the-art image clas-
sification model and text classification model. Experi-
mental results show that combining image features and
text features can achieve better classification accuracy
comparing to the previous text-only methods. Our er-
ror analysis explains multimodal approach is helpful
because the information of images and texts can com-
plement each other. Accordingly, future work on im-
proving the multimodal classification accuracy could
include two main aspects: 1) improving image and text
classification accuracy separately, especially the news
image classification; 2) designing a more effective fu-
sion network to better combine image and text features.
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